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Executive Summary and Recommendations on Specific
Code Provisions
Consultation Period
The Commission released the following statements initially to the public:
• "ePlanning will simplify how community members, developers, decision makers and others interact with
the planning system.
• One centralised place for all South Australia’s planning and development matters.
• An electronic planning system to simplify processes and speed up the movement of information, saving
all users time and money
• Improved consistency of all planning decisions, with legislative amendments implemented centrally
under standardised interpretation.”
Community Alliance SA (CASA) does not see the above aspects achieved in the current Code. The content has
blossomed with 58 sub-zones now instead of 38 in the original Phase 3 and Phase 2 Codes, and seven sub-zones
removed. Their descriptions make accessing the new generic zones problematical (see Functionality
Improvements below).
The revised version of the Planning and Design Code was released on 4 November 2020 for a six-week period
of consultation that concludes on 18 December 2020. The original Phase 3 Code was a document of some 3000
pages and was on consultation for five months. The amended version of the Phase 3 Code is a document of 7849
pages, written in a technical language that deals with very complex planning matters and is on consultation for a
short six-week period. This amended version is very difficult to follow and interpret. A table showing the new
changes against the original Phase 3 Code would make it possible for those wishing to comment. This should
have been provided to provide a degree of clarity over what has been changed. It has been a tragedy that the
whole planning reform process was a poorly led and poorly managed. The preparation of the Design Code was
not properly reviewed and reconsidered until the new Minister, the Hon Vicki Chapman, took on the planning
portfolio. Only then was the Planning Commission directed to listen to community concerns raised in objections
- which had been largely ignored until that time. It is only in recent months that Code policies have been improved.
The Code is still unfinished - important guidelines are not yet written and are being rushed. The Community
Engagement Charter has not been properly followed during the process with councils and community groups
being “lectured” by the Commission on Code content, and feedback being ignored. The scope of consultation
has not been matched by the scope and scale of consultation required. It was only when political leadership was
shown by the new Minister, responding to major community concerns, that important issues such as improving
and expanding upon more localised planning provisions have been included.
It is also disgraceful that the cost of the Code preparation has been met out of Public Open Space funds which
are intended for allocation to open space purchase and beautification for public benefit. Instead, the regulation
was amended and has been used to continue to pay Commissioners and consultants. The final distressing fact is
that there has not yet been any assessment of the effectiveness of this seemingly poorly directed process and no
accountability relating to the professional performance of those advising on these significant and far-reaching
planning reforms.
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Recommendation: that the Minister and State Planning Commission ensure the current Code and eplanning portal be reviewed to provide clear, consistently worded content, anomalies be corrected and
reviewed responsive to submissions received on the 18th December 2020 and consulted in a manner
consistent with the Community Engagement Charter principles of good engagement PRIOR to activation
of Phase 3 in 2021.
CASA urges a review of portal functionality as part of this process to enable a more efficient and inclusive
system of planning to benefit the South Australian community of interests.
Local government is the coal face of development assessment, knows best its area and issues and the practicalities
of implementation of planning systems.
Recommendation: That the Commission and the Minister provide a more inclusive and collaborative
approach between state and local government in ensuring necessary corrections are made before Stage 3
of the Code is activated.
Functionality Improvements
Electronic access to code provisions via the portal, if fully functional, has many advantages in terms of efficiency
of lodging development applications and consistent with existing online systems. The excessive length of the
code could be reviewed to remove unnecessary repetitions in columns. It is recommended that prior to
implementation, the following changes or others to reduce repetitive content be considered and implemented: for
example in Table 2 deemed to satisfy classification the following headings appear and are fairly compact; but the
other tables are very lengthy because of the formatting of columns under various headings. The result of pages
that have only one column of requirements loses legibility in terms of following what can be unnecessary listings.
For example, there are long descriptive columns that reiterate all TNV’s given the relevant TNV’s are already
cited under the zone heading. It is suggested that a reference to a TNV list in a table providing technical note
variations would eliminate the need to include excessive repetition in the column and substantially reduce pages.
Table headings – Class of Development, the list of criteria for DTS, General Policies listings and in particular the
Overlay list column can be very lengthy due to the number of entries. Also the column headings vanish as one
scrolls down and then can be very confusing which heading the entries relate to after referring to a long detailed
list. Is there some way of repeating the headings in small format for each page heading to maintain legibility?
Recommendations:
• Review the application of relevant overlays and remove an overlay where it is obvious the overlay
has absolutely no imaginable applicability to the particular type of development to which the
overlay has been attached. This would help significantly to shorten the columns of general
provisions and overlays.
• It is desirable to provide further click down list checks when accessing sub contents, and more
importantly seeking whether the mapping details are accessible without losing the ability to return to the
zoning page after accessing the relevant mapping on SAPPA. Or provide a direct link to ‘What policies
apply to a development – which identifies any overlay that spatially applies in a location -rather than
revert back to the bookmark list, depending whether it is possible to be able to click on the listed overlay
to access this information?
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Overlays do need to be checked and corrected as a number do not geographically cover the full extent of the area
that should be included, or the overlay is not applied to the relevant parcel of land. One example is the lack of a
conservation overlay to current zoning of AI and TA for an Aboriginal Conservation Reserve dealt with later in
this submission. Surely the zoning should be Conservation Zone to respect the indigenous significance of the
open space and popular tourist open space area the cockle train traverses between Middleton and Port Elliot? Or
is it appropriate, given the significance of the park that the overlay Conservation be applied, given the hierarchy
referred to above? The other point to consider is that people are educated and familiar with the zoning as a way
of learning what purposes the zone area signified, and what developments and policies applied. It is almost
duplicitous to introduce a system that provides zoning but elevates overlays as taking precedence over zone
provisions. Most people will not understand this until it becomes obvious in decision making under the code
provisions.
The option to browse the Planning & Design Code has an inherent need to refer to Part 7 for land use definitions
and also to Table 1 of the Code to check the accepted Classifications in the Code.
Word searches -a word search of the Planning and Design Code turns up results found in titles – but then the
querent has to search the drop-down box for tables that provide the definitions. It would be much simpler to be
able to click on each result(s) found in Titles rather than searching back to access the information!
For example, 6 results came up including Land Use definitions Table, and Part 7- Land use definitions. Part 8 Administrative terms and definitions also came up; as well as 3 results found in content including DTS/DPF
13.2..site area 3m; 1 medium tree/30m2 deep soil.1500m2; site area m2 -1 large etc related to presumably a zone
or overlay? Direct link to the table of definitions and Part 7 would be helpful and more efficient.
Also, in some zones the list of appropriate land uses includes dwellings and residential flat building. This is
confusing as the definition of a dwelling refers to all types of dwellings. If residential flats are not to be considered
as complying, then the definition needs to excludes residential flats and row dwellings from the term. This would
correct anomalies in bringing some existing residential zones where policy has specifically stated a residential
flat for example is not appropriate in the area.
Improved and Code incorporated Design Standards
The design related policies currently are provided in general policies of the Code and as such are not specifically
obvious in the zone provisions. Furthermore, many performance-assessed developments have insufficient design
provisions within an optional list of requirements, that require selection of at least one in order to be performance
assessed by a private certifier. As a result, the design related policies that do exist are deficient in detail and lack
rigorous application where needed. To assist development assessment this significant omission is of considerable
concern. Design statements need to be brought into the Code ideally referenced as part of the Zone Desired
Outcome policy statements and either detailed as Table 6 -Design Guidelines or attached to regulations referred
to in the relevant zone. Formerly Desired Character Statements provided current and anticipated development
descriptions. As the first text in Zones, this description provided a snapshot of what was there now and what type
of new development was anticipated. The inclusion of design guidelines could also remedy the vagueness of
policy that refers to new developments particularly residential infill housing and non-residential services ‘that
respect residential amenity’.
Design standards should also address Climate Change readiness in terms of adequate insulation within walling
and ceilings. Consideration given to requiring double glazing or glass products that protect new buildings from
high temperatures and noise for all new housing. This is particularly relevant to infill housing, affordable housing
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overlay, and residential flat buildings for noise issues that are a common source of complaint, mental illness and
unhappy neighbour relations. It is also relevant given the need to provide for healthy communities as promoted
by the Heart Foundation publications on planning.
Recommendation: that the SPC consults and provides heritage design guidelines for specific carry over
into the Code structure prior to activation of Phase 3.
CASA commends and supports:
• Tourist accommodation being classified as restricted in Conservation Zone and submits that areas
needing this zoning be provided before activation of Phase 3
• The renaming of the Regulated Tree Overlay to Regulated and Significant Tree Overlay;
• Hazard (Flooding) Overlay into 2 overlays: ‘Hazards (Flooding) Overlay’ and ‘Hazards (Flooding –
General) Overlay’.
• The application of an ‘Adelaide Dolphin Overlay’ for the area around Torrens Island.
• New Scenic quality overlay to protect areas of scenic value and the provision of clear policies that identify
surrounding land uses that are not compatible (eg solar farms).
Water Management (related to Climate Change responsive planning)
CASA supports the approach to address urban infill in established urban suburbs and rural settlements and
townships with greater water collection, detention and onsite reuse policies consistent with Water Sensitive
Urban Design (WSUD) standards and supports local government submissions regarding existing Development
Plan Zone and local area content re WSUD. This should be further reviewed within the context of forward
planning to mitigate the effects of scientifically predicted temperature rise increases over the next 30 years, less
rainfall and drier, hotter climates affecting health, capacity for food production, sustainability of rural production,
environmental sustainability and biodiversity levels.
Trees (related to Climate Change responsive planning)
Recommendation: That state and local authorities lead by example and require all infrastructure planning
and design to prioritise protection and retention of significant and regulated trees.
Specifically, CASA recommends:
1. The Code provide a more vigorous application of targets for green canopy increase.
2. Protection of existing tree and vegetation on private property.
3. The Code provides additional protections and controls for existing large trees, including significant and
regulated trees on private and public land.
4. The Attorney rescind Schedule 14 of the Development Regulations that exempts government
departments from having regard to the protection of significant and regulated trees
5. Review demolition provisions to require retention of large trees on urban infill sites capable of being
included and designed for in replacement development.
6. Require developments including infill housing to incorporate existing trees as part of the design process
for infill development.
7. Investigate developer incentives to retain trees other than via offset contributions.
8. Consider retention and augmentation of tree canopy in providing Master Plan design guidelines.
9. Reverting to the earlier legislation to reinstate protection for significant and regulated trees to prior to the
Development (Regulated Trees) Amendment Act 2009 dated November 2011.
10. Review the proposed tree canopy and tree planting policies to provide realistic areas for replacement tree
growth, as part of urban infill development.
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11. Require higher valuations for developer offset payments in lieu of planting to provide canopy cover,
particularly when large trees have not been retained as a consequence of demolition of infill development
properties. Offset payments should be paid into a fund dedicated to local councils to increase funding
necessary to replacement tree planting or open space acquisitions.
12. Ensure valuation of large trees reflects current valuations by the Waite Arboretum for dry-land mature
trees.
13. Strengthen provisions to protect and retain significant and regulated trees including government agencies
to have regard to existing trees when designing infrastructure and housing to retain their status and
existence during the design process as a priority.
14. Require applications for the removal of significant and regulated trees to be assessed with policies
regarding Climate Change issues, and to retain public notification and comment for consideration as part
of assessment process.
15. Acknowledge public health benefits when assessing applications involving significant and regulated trees.
16. Clarify whether design standards should more accurately be described as ‘Planning Rules’ rather than
Design Guidelines to provide more certainty for applicants and assessors.
Heritage (related to Climate Change responsive planning)
CASA recommends that:
1. The term Contributory Item re retained as requested in thousands of submissions received by the
Commission. However, if the Minister is swayed to use the Commission’s new and confusing term, the
proposed definition is very unhelpful and needs to be reviewed.
2. The Definition of representative buildings revert to Contributory Items is recommended and supported
as follows:
3. Representative buildings/Contributory Items referenced in Historic Area Statements and Character Area
Statements and mapped in the South Australian Planning and Property Atlas are buildings that display
historic characteristics, which are important and contribute to the significance of the Historic Area.
These buildings should be retained – however if demolition is approved, the design of new development
should contribute to the character of the area. The identification of representative buildings
(Contributory Items) in a particular historic area is not intended to imply that other buildings in an
historic area are not of importance.
4. The Historic Area statements still lack contextual and historical content to explain the cultural and social
historic values of the area and provide guidance for development. Desired future statement must refer to
and require consistency with pending and as yet un-consulted Design Guidelines in the preamble at the
head of the current table. This table should include description of topography/subdivision and streetscape
character; architectural styles; materials and textures, scale and siting of buildings, landscape features,
garden design, and other physical features including fencing details.
5. In Part 1 of the Code, the hierarchy of policies/modification of provisions states that an overlay will
prevail over all other policies applying where there is an inconsistency between policies (s 66 (3) (b) PDI
Act). The affordable housing overlay would completely negate the need to have regard to Historic Area
and any residential zoning recognising existing local character. It is imperative that if this overlay relates
to any historic area, that it be removed.
Similarly, and in a positive sense, a sub-zone policy will prevail over a zone policy or a general
development policy. It follows that sub-zones are particularly useful in providing for State Heritage Areas
and should be able to refer to specific and detailed Conservation Plans that have been prepared to assist
ongoing management and stewardship of State Heritage Areas.
The Commission is encouraged to consider the provision of sub-zoning for State Heritage areas as a way
of finessing specific policies relevant to the State Heritage Area.
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6. That Design Guidelines be provided within the Code content and where relevant, within sub-zones to
guide and assist with assessment processes.
7. Reinstate public notification and appeal rights for development proposals to demolish state and locally
listed heritage places be included in the Notification Table for all heritage related zones and sub-zones,
local heritage and state heritage places and State Heritage Areas.
8. The SPC further consider a sub-zone to recognise the cultural values of traditional landscape designs in
specific parks and gardens within the Adelaide Park Lands Zone and provide policies responsive to the
cultural and heritage values of specific gardens within the overall zone.
9. Recommendations for Ratalang / Basham Beach Conservation Reserve and Regional Park
!

Remove current Tourist Accommodation and AI zoning and the Minister for Planning and the
SPC consider more appropriate zoning for this reserve as a Conservation Reserve with the
retention of the Significant Landscape Overlay and other relevant overlays.

!

That other similar conservation reserves of Aboriginal cultural significance be checked for
appropriate zoning, overlays and public notification, consistent with the expressions of respect
for Elders and their culture and their descendants to come at public meetings and events.

!

That any development proposals of a performance-assessed or restricted nature be consulted with
the relevant councils, government agencies and formal advisory bodies to provide inclusive
planning policies that register respect for the Aboriginal Elders and their descendants

!

That Table 4 – Restricted and performance assessed applications that are required to be notified
be added and include a referral to the relevant Aboriginal Heritage agencies.

!

The Notifications Table include requirements that an A3 sized notice of a development
application be placed on public infrastructure on any park or reserve land if there is a
development application lodged as part of a requirement to consult consistent with public
consultation processes.

!

Note: The Community Charter and public consultation program does not appear to have
addressed Indigenous culture as part of its consultation program.

Activity Centres
It us recommended that the Commission investigate further incentives for soft landscaping, and tree planting,
particularly harvesting rainwater from solar panel shelters for shading cars in centre open lot parking areas, and
incentives to encourage on-site subsoil reticulation of watering of trees and soft landscaping.
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Introduction
CASA represents genuinely engaged residents and resident groups who care about their environment and heritage,
the need for good urban design, protection of their rights of engagement and participation in planning and was
formed to ‘To put the people back into planning and development in SA’.
It is understood that regular reviews to planning systems are needed, given changing environmental, social and
economic circumstances, to encourage innovation, healthy communities, job creation and responsible
management of renewable resources. Good legislation also positions the state’s primary responsibility as an
arbiter to balance the rights of all in a system providing a reasonable level of certainty about where and how
development can occur.
We find the DPI Act and Regulations are limited in delivering these basic requirements for an efficient, inclusive
and fair system. There are significant concerns over the manner in which the current legislation has emerged over
the recent five years and that we are yet to see design guidelines regarding heritage and urban infill development
in the Code itself.
A planning system functions best when there is a balance between state and local government responsibilities and
democratic processes to underpin a system that provides a degree of certainty. Given local government’s
significant investment, responsibilities and knowledge of its constituencies it is incomprehensible that the current
legislation sidelines councils in a number of ways, not least the lack of local government input on the restricted
development applications as part of state assessment and consultation by SCAP.
Extensive reliance on regulatory change without adequate consultation is not a good way to legislate when
statutes are vague and omit measures to ensure probity of process.
In summary, we want ‘a planning system that thinks of both today and tomorrow is built on fairness, equity and
the concept of ecologically sustainable development; guides quality development in the right places; ensures
poorly designed developments and those in the wrong place don’t get built’; and protects the things that matter;
from open spaces, bushland and productive agricultural land to much loved historic town centres and buildings
(Planning for People – a community charter for Good Planning in NSW, Better Planning Network, Sydney)
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Scope of submission
This submission by the Community Alliance SA is in response to the State Planning Commission’s (the
Commission) further consultation on an amended Code for a six-week period leading up to the final date for
submissions by the 18th December 2020.
The Commission’s release of a further Summary of Post-Consultation Amendments (the Summary), following
the release of the ‘What we have Heard Report’ – Phase 3’ and the Revised Draft Phase Three (urban Areas)
Planning and Design Code Amendment, assists in understanding the revised Code.
It is noted that Phase 3 covers urban areas and councils with regional towns and cities in South Australia.
Commission advice is that due to the bushfires during 2020, Kangaroo Island has also been transitioned from
Phase 2 (now activated) with Alexandrina, Victor Harbor, Mid Murray and Yankalilla councils to Phase Three.

Limitations
While grateful that there is finally an opportunity to provide feedback to the revised Code; CASA’s response is
limited by a number of factors.
Following a significant number of submissions submitted at the end of February 2020, the current draft Phase 3
Code is now around 8000+ pages when compared to the earlier Code draft of 3000 pages. Since release of the
‘final’ Code and during the six-week consultation period, the number of pages has increased. It is impossible for
members of the public to access and understand the contents of the code given the complexity of the Code’s
online structure. Significant improvements to the portal’s functionality of the system needs should be made,
particularly with drop down boxes and the inability to word search further.
At least two hours is required to access information about one single zone, and related components of the eplanning portal, with complete lists of TNV’s inserted without any relevance to the zone specifically in the
relevant table. This is in need of significant correction to provide clear information and remove uncertainties over
the meaning and interpretation of vague policy statements. Transitioning well consulted and developed
Development Plan policies within Development Plans into single Code is an enormous task and has resulted in a
number of areas where the resulting minimal policies are throwing the baby out with the bathwater’.
Given the complexity of the on-line portal information and the fact that it is not possible to comprehensively
respond to a detailed analysis of all zones, sub-zones, overlays, mapping, concept plans and technical variation
notes and tables covering the whole area of South Australia within the six-week period CASA can only submit a
fraction of feedback instead of what is needed to be considered and commented upon.
In commenting on the Code provisions, it is unavoidable to refer to the PDI Act and Regulations to clarify
procedural matters. Some aspects of the legislation suggest that changes are needed to reinstate a more partnered
and equal role between local and state government to balance local and state policies that affect local character,
heritage protections, and better responses to Climate Change issues. In the interests of democratic and inclusive
planning processes consultation should be required on an ongoing basis for any changes post-Code activation.
The legislation should be reviewed and amended accordingly to avoid unintentional consequences resulting from
‘quick fixes’ of rezoning or other changes that will undoubtedly occur if the Code is activated without significant
review. Consultation should be required on an ongoing basis for any changes post-activation and the legislation
amended to avoid unintentional consequences resulting from ‘quick fixes’ of rezoning or other changes.
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A more responsible approach would include the State Planning Commission (the Commission) being similarly
bound by a Code of Conduct that is applicable to other planning authorities under the Act, and to review
membership of the Commission to include a broader representation of respected heritage and ecological expertise.
This suggestion arises from the explanatory text of the Code and an examination of the paths for different
categories of assessment. It is the framework of how the Code works that is as important as the policies within
but needs a much more inclusive discussion to progress. The current consultation process is unable to
accommodate the need, given the time frame.

Local government responses to the revised Code and Local/State
Government partnership in general
CASA, while focusing on key changes in the People and Neighbourhood zonings, related to residential and nonresidential development provisions, Heritage and Character and some aspects of the Code from Natural Resources
and Environment wishes to recommend support for specifically detailed Code submissions from local councils
and the Local Government Association to this current round of consultation.
Local government is the coal face of development assessment, knows best its area and issues and the practicalities
of implementation of planning systems. We urge a more inclusive and collaborative approach between state and
local government in ensuring necessary corrections are made before Stage 3 of the Code is activated.
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Comment on Phase 3 (Urban Areas Planning and Design Code-Summary
of consultation amendments) dated November 2020
CASA acknowledges and supports in principle the following changes within the revised Code:
• providing a more localised policy to reflect neighbourhood characteristics in response to earlier
submissions.
• Inclusion of contributory items as Representative Buildings (subject to comment)
• Residential Infill improvements as identified in ‘Raising the Bar’ document related to better design, green
space, access and information surveillance standards.
• Added policy for Protection of tree canopy cover and discussion on incentives for tree planting and water
sensitive design
• Extensive policy on flooding and related mapping (i.e. updating existing data)
• The re-designation from General Neighbourhood Zone to more appropriate zoning such as ‘Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone- which recognises established residential character, (with reservations addressed
in section 3 -comments on revised Code content.
People and Neighbourhoods – Key Changes:
• Review and Selection of additional Neighbourhood Zones
• General Neighbourhood Zone (Residential Code applies)
• Established Neighbourhood Zone (Historic & Character overlays apply).
• Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (larger site dimensions, current Development Plan policy transition
based on quantitative criteria).
• Hills Neighbourhood Zone (specific policies related to land gradient).
• Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone (relative to location by water).
• Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone – Fast Track Assessed
• City Living Zone (we defer to the Adelaide City Council responses to this zone.

Heritage and Character
•

CASA supports the inclusion of Representative/Contributory Buildings in the Code. For providing
adequate guidelines Historic Area Statements need improved content to reflect history and guidance on
proposed development (refer to more detailed comment under Code responses).

•

Design Guidelines for performance assessed developments must be transitioned into the Code content
ideally to streamline and condense information into one place given the emphasis that Historic Area
statements will be comprehensive and clear.

•

Demolition test use wording changes refer to ‘reasonableness’ for assessment process.

•

Demolition controls for all State, Heritage places, Local Heritage places, State Heritage Areas, Historic
Areas are revised,

•

Links between State Heritage Overlay and the State Heritage Areas – Guidelines for SA to ensure local
context and historic values will be considered as part of any development application. Further comment
is provided in section 3.

•

Adjusting boundaries of the Historic Area Overlay and Character Area Overlay to capture existing
contributory items located outside Historic Area where possible is supported.

See comments relating to these aspects under CASA Executive Summary and Recommendations on specific
Code provisions.
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Urban Infill (Tree and Water tanks)
Regarding Raising the Bar on Residential Infill Development in the Planning and Design Code – see CASA
Executive Summary and Recommendations on specific Code provisions comments on the following aspects:
• Retain tree planting policy
• Introduce detention component in larger water tanks to provide better storm water management outcomes
• Increase percentage of roof areas connected to tanks to 80% to maximise water capture, reuse and tank
performance
• Require connection to one toilet
The Commission’s Raising the Bar on Residential Infill Development in the Planning and Design Code – to
relocate the tree and water tanks policy from General Development Policy into new Urban Tree Canopy and
Stormwater Management Overlays is supported.
We note the above are currently not present in all the residential zones in the amended Code. We suggest that
these overlays should apply equally in urban infill areas AND to Master Planned / Greenfield or rural areas
(currently excluded in the document).
Non-Residential uses in Residential Neighbourhoods – shops, offices and consulting rooms introduced have been
further defined in relation to distances from Activity Centres.
Comments:
1. While small scale non-residential activities may be beneficial in walkable communities living a distance
from shopping centres the full content and implications of large and larger floor areas within the content
of zone provisions where a concern with issues of traffic and parking is likely to disrupt walkability, and
safe travel for cyclists and local residents.
2. Given changing work patterns and public health issues, CASA has cautious support for home-based
businesses of limited area (50 – 70 m2) to maintain existing residential character.
3. Support small stand-alone shops, offices and consulting rooms (limited to 100 m2) depending on potential
impacts on existing residential amenity, lack of available facilities and transport characteristics of the
neighbourhood.
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Comments on the Revised Code
The Planning and Design Code is helpful in providing an overview of major features of the Code which include
the Code Library (namely a collection of policies and rules for development classification and assessment into
zones), sub-zones, overlays and general development policies) These apply depending on the class of
development and spatial location under the scheme outlined in this part of the Code. Understanding the
classifications provides the fundamental channels for various types of development.

Classification of Development Structure
The Code’s division into four categories comprise:
• Table 1 Accepted Development [s. 104(1)] of the Act- does not need planning consent
• Table 2 Deemed to Satisfy Development [s.105(a)] of the Act- relevant authority is satisfied
development except for 1 or more minor variations, must assess it as being deemed to satisfy all of the
requirements in the zone. (s. 106) must be granted without undertaking a process for public notification
in relation to the proposed development. [s.105(4)] states a planning consent under this section will apply
subject to conditions or imposed under this Act and subject to any other conditions or exceptions as may
be prescribed by the regulations or the Planning and Design Code, and subject to any other provisions
made by this Actor applying under regulations.
• Table 3 Performance Assessed (s.107) – will be assessed on its merits against the Planning and
Development Code; with those aspects of the development classified as deemed to satisfy under the
Planning and Design Code (if any) and [s.107 (2) (a) and (b)] to the extent that 1 or more elements of the
proposed development may be classified as deemed to satisfy- that part of the development will be taken
to have been granted planning consent.
Comment: This approach results potentially in some aspects of a development approved prematurely,
with multiple and uncoordinated consents by different private certified assessors and avoiding the
necessity for lodgement of a comprehensive development application. As a consequence development, if
approved can commence with later approvals acquired as the development progresses. A master plan or
overall concept as a requirement would enable the assessment authority an overall appreciation of the
development.
•

Table 4 Restricted Development [s. 108(1)(a)] of the Act.1 Table 4 specifies classes of developments
categorised as impact assessed development and classified as ‘restricted developments’ under s.108 of
the Act, subject to any exclusions specified in the table. The State Planning Commission, as the relevant
authority for assessment, may have regard to all policies and rules applicable to spatial location of the
proposed restricted development, together with general development policies. Of note is that while these
are applicable and may be determined by the Commission to be relevant for the purposes of a restricted
development under section 110(10) of the Act (but the Commission is not bound by those provisions).

1

Categorisation of impact assessed development falls within three circumstances [s.108 (1)]:
(a) If it is classified by (a)the P&D Code as restricted development, or
(b) It is classified by the regulations as impact assessed development and
(c) It is declared by the Minister as being impact assessed development;
or (d) It is declared by the Minister as being impact assessed development; being made by a notice in the Government Gazette and on the SA
Planning Portal in relation to a development specified in the notice or a kind of development specified in the notice (either in the state generally, or in a
specified part of the State; development generally within a specified part of the State. The Minister has an obligation to advise the relevant council before
making a regulation under subsection (1)(c) and to a development or project in the Adelaide Park Lands (within the meaning of the Adelaide Park Lands
Act 2005)
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Comment: Why is the Commission not bound? The Act is silent regarding circumstances when the
Commission does not have to be bound by those provisions, yet CAP’s are. In view that restricted
developments are different to DP non-complying processes, this disclaimer in the legislation may
prejudice the outcome of a third-party appeal to successfully challenge a decision to approve if the SPC
longer bound by the provision of Code policies and rules together with general development policies
issues an approval. The next section is silent regarding the Minister’s decision-making role in impact
assessed development.
The Minister’s responsibilities for impact assessed development (inclusive of projects and development under
[s.108 (1) (c)] is to notify the relevant council before making the declaration but does not apply to development
lawfully commenced by substantial work on the site of development before publication of the notice published
in the Government Gazette, in the case of [s.108 (1)(b)].
With respect to the development of shops, offices and consulting rooms of a small scale in the variously titled
Residential Zonings that provide DTS TNV’s floor area sizes to be compatible with existing character and
amenity it is noted that the restricted path of assessment would be apply to shops, consulting rooms and offices
etc over 1,000 m2 in residential zones.
While the Table 4 Restricted Developments require public notification and rights of third-party appeal, it is
disingenuous that an Affordable Housing Overlay is applied to a number of Neighbourhood zonings. Clearly, this
overlay is inappropriate for the number and densities within the Affordable Housing overlay and may be assessed
to take precedence over zoning provisions that refer to compatibility with residential amenity.
Recommendations:
1. The Commission and SCAP be bound by the same Code of Conduct that applies to other planning
authorities -(if this is not already in place.)
That Table 4 procedural matters for notification be reviewed to require the State Planning Commission
to also display A3 notices where practicable on a development site development site as a standard part
of public notification.
2. Review and explain why the Commission is not bound to have regard to the ‘all policies and rules
applicable to spatial location of the proposed restricted development, together with general development
policies’. Why is the Commission not bound by those provisions? There is an obligatory Ministerial Code
of Conduct that binds CAP members and others in the planning system, but none for Commission
Members. It would add integrity to the planning process to rectify the need for all bodies to operate under
an accepted Code of Conduct.

Planning Zones and Overlays for Residential development
In response to community submissions, the Commission have reviewed the areas within the General
Neighbourhood Zone. There are now additional Neighbourhood Zones – where residential development is the
predominant form of land use.

Established Neighbourhood Zone
The new zone acknowledges established residential areas that have strong character and built form characteristics.
Performance assessed applications will be assessed on merit and are subject to public notification. and the
placement of A3 notices on development sites.
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Comments:
1. The Desired Outcomes as follows provide a clear intent to consider existing residential character are
appropriate and supported.

Code Contents Part 2 states:

DO 1

DO 2

Desired Outcome
A neighbourhood that includes a range of housing types that respond to housing preferences,
with new buildings sympathetic to the predominant built form character and development
patterns.
Maintain the predominant streetscape character, having regard to key features such as
roadside plantings, footpaths, front yards, and space between crossovers.

2. Land uses (PO 1.1 & DTS/DPF 1.1.) The introduction of a range of different housing types and nonresidential uses is supported subject to small floor areas that enable the retention of existing local built
form and character.
3. While PO 1.1 encourages creating the expansion of non-residential uses within the zone that potentially
will impact against residential character and amenity of the neighbourhood, the reference to supporting
‘the function of the neighbourhood’ should be amended to replace ‘function’ with ‘residential character’.
The function of a neighbourhood is an activity, not a land use and is vague in intent unless explained as
part of the policy
4. The established Neighbourhood Zone is supported in preference to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
in order to transition existing Development Plan provisions for larger site dimensions, and current
Development Plan policies.

Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone
Comments:
1. Supported in principle- A diverse range of housing which takes advantage of waterfront locations.
Development enhances public access to waterfront areas. Dual aspect allotments incorporate designs to
enhance the streetscape. The zone provisions are similar to provisions regarding dwellings, nonresidential land uses, allowed same distances from Activity Centres and DNV’s responsive to waterfront
and road frontages. The Waterfront zone also includes reference to concept plans:
2. Development is compatible with the outcomes sought by any relevant Concept Plan contained within the
Concept Plans Technical and Numeric Variation Overlay.
3. The Concept Plans provide additional details for specific areas and their inclusion is fully supported
4. Table 4 identifies Classes of Development that are classified as Restricted subject to any 'Exclusions'.
5. There is one restricted development – a shop. Please refer to earlier comments regarding the process of
restricted development assessments.
6. Overlays and mapping need to be carefully checked for their impact on proposed zoning.
The following are also noted and supported in principle:
• New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (undulating land)
• New Township Neighbourhood Zone (residential parts of Townships)
• Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone– Fast Track Assessed
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Procedural Matters – Notification
It is of concern that the notification requirements for Neighbourhood Zones exempt the placement of public
notices on development sites.

City Living Zone
CASA supports the City of Adelaide in its detailed response to the provisions of this zone and other Code zoning
in the City of Adelaide Council Area. We also endorse the letter submission by the CASA member group, the
South East City Residents Association particularly, with their concerns over the need to protect the unique
residential areas of the city. In particular the following comment provided by the submission:
“Capital City Zoning would be detrimental to the character, charm and other amenity and urban village ambience of
the predominantly residential areas of the City, particularly those south of and including Wakefield Street. High
intensity and large-scale developments should be confined to the existing predominantly commercial areas of the City.”
Zoning should be reviewed to extend protection of both the south eastern and south western historical character
and scale of the established residential character of these parts of the city. When the City of Adelaide had separate
legislation and a five-year Development Plan the city was divided into Core, Frame and Residential Districts.
The latter Residential District was zoned predominantly for residential land uses within the south western and
south eastern north south quadrants of the southern part of the city layout inclusive of east-west road patterns.
Ideally the commission should consider locating high rise housing around the commercial areas to the north as
this would be compatible with the high-rise buildings that were previously favoured as an intermediate area
between the intensive shopping and commercial activities of the northern sectors of the city proper.
Other zone submissions recommended and supported by CASA include the APPA and SECRA point regarding
the Adelaide Park Lands Zone (formerly City Open Space). It is hoped the recommendations previously and
currently made regarding acknowledgement of the unique nature of the park lands historically and as an urban
design excellence concept. This unique significance of the city needs to be protected as an essential open green
accessible open space for higher density living, with less larger replacement buildings on footprints of former
modest buildings being encouraged. The policies for the Adelaide Park Lands should include the
acknowledgement of public interest and participation in development proposals by the Notification Table,
inclusive of 3rd party notification, right of representation and appeal.
The above comment applies to Adelaide Park Landscape provisions as well.

Activity Centres
The introduction of Activity Centres into the Code partly provides an attempt to qualify where residentially
located non-residential developments can be provided and not conflict with the services provided by Centres
hierarchy of former regional, district, local shopping and services usually next to a main road. Searching for an
understanding of the new term introduced as part of ‘Activity Centres' in this code version, there are
recommendations regarding researching information within the Code structure, addressed separately under
Functionality in this submission.
For example, an Urban Activity Centre Zone is the equivalent of replacement of a regional centre given the
reference to ‘a cohesive and legible environment of a district or local centre’. The desired outcomes are consistent
with the existing centres structures in Development Plans, namely:
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Desired Outcome
A cohesive and legible environment supporting a broad spectrum of regional level business, shopping,
entertainment and recreational facilities that can cater for large crowds, smaller social gatherings and
DO 1
events over extended hours.
Primary business, shopping and entertaining areas are integrated with public transport facilities,
DO 2 pedestrian and cycling networks, and community transport infrastructure, and designed to enhance the
quality of the public realm.
Notification related to the introduction of non-residential land uses proposed in residential zones around Activity
centres, consistent with Table 5 -Procedural matters -Notification excludes notification of performance assessed
developments unless listed in the exceptions, which will require both notification and the placement of A3 notices.
Exceptions include (where relevant) residential flats or other buildings 3 or more storeys high; heritage listed
buildings, inability to satisfy DTS 1.2 (shops, offices and consulting rooms where above the gross floor areas or
within the 100m2 gross leasable floor areas where located more than 500 metres radius from an Activity Centre).
Also, notification is required if buildings exceed a specified maximum building height (excluding garages,
carports and outbuildings).
Recommendation: Amend the reference to the Exception 1, Class of Development 2 within the above Table 5
to refer to ‘residential flat building’ for both Residential Zone and Established Neighbourhood Zone where this
type of dwelling is discouraged within existing DP zones policies. There are zones of well-established housing
where residential flats are deemed not appropriate by relevant policy. For example, well established character
housing in Port Elliot facing North Terrace on the southern side and east of the Town Centre for the existing
provisions for the residential zone specifically discourages residential flat development.

The General Neighbourhood Zone
This Zone contains standardised provisions and is applicable to areas where the Residential Codes standards of
built form applies in Development Plans. A number of earlier submissions sought more relevant zoning which
the SPC has responded to with a suite of new zones for specific reasons.
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
The TNV’s Local Variations state building height a maximum of 8m and larger site areas than in General
Neighbourhood Zone. This is supported as the TNVs provide more consistency with the current residential zoning
for site areas, setbacks and frontage widths for a range of housing types.
The overall Desired Outcome (DO) in the table is supported because of reference to low density housing
consistent with the existing local context and development pattern and services and community facilities
contributing to making the neighbourhood a convenient place to live without compromising residential amenity
and character. If the Affordable Housing Overlay is listed, it may negate the intent of the zone and should be
removed.

Neighbourhood Zone
It appears that the Neighbourhood Zone may be a preferable alternative to Suburban Neighbourhood for the
Desired Outcomes state ‘low density housing is consistent with the existing local context and development pattern.
Services and community facilities contribute to making the neighbourhood a convenient place to live without
compromising residential amenity and character’.
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Specific Zone provisions recommended for review for different selected properties indicate quite varied TNV’s.
Zone provisions
Comment
Local Variation (TNV- For the zone in Stirling the stipulated building height is 8 m,
height)
minimum frontage for a detached dwelling is 12m; semidetached is
10m, row dwelling is 7m group dwelling and residential flat building
is 15m.
TNV site area
Minimum site area for Detached dwelling is 500m2; row dwelling is
300m2, group dwelling is 500 and 300m2 for residential flat building.
DTSD PF1.1 Land use Residential development and supporting services that preserve low
and intensity
density residential character- a range of non-residential shops, offices
and consulting rooms, educational establishment Place of worship preschool and supported accommodation.
PO 1.3 shops consulting Limitations are standard provisions of not exceeding 100m2 of gross
rooms
and
offices leasable floor areas where located more than 500m from an Activity
contribute to walkability Centre.
while maintaining the
residential
neighbourhood.
Example: 16 Higgins Terrace Middleton 5213 on SA Property & Planning Atlas Map shows the allotment within
the Neighbourhood zone coloured a beige tone but including open space reserves adjacent and between Mill
Terrace and Padman Crescent.
The TNV states maximum building height is 8 m.
Minimum frontage (detached dwelling) is 15m
Minimum Site Area for detached dwelling is 450m2

Code Assessment Provisions
Recommendations:
PO 1.1 – remove the reference to ‘small scale non-residential activities’ and replace with ‘non-residential
activities no greater than 50m2 floor area that support the function of the neighbourhood’. The reason for the
change is that the zone accommodates distinctive well established detached single storey housing that
complements the compact and predominantly non-residential land uses within the adjacent Town Centre, where
heritage listed buildings provide shopping and retail services for the local residents and holidaymakers. For
example, Given the small scale nature of Port Elliot, a coastal village of distinctive heritage, the introduction of
non-residential uses is unnecessary given the compactness of the older, central area of the settlement.
Assessment Pathways include Accepted Development, Code Assessed, Deemed to Satisfy, Performance Assessed
and Impact Assessed – Restricted. There are no requirements for exemptions for Performance Assessed or
Restricted Development.
Table 5 identifies classes of performance assessed developments that are excluded from notification, subject to
any exceptions. Exclusions include developments of minor nature that a relevant assessment authority decides is
of a minor nature only and will not unreasonably impact on owners or occupiers of land in the locality of the
development site.; all development undertaken by either the SA Housing trust individually or jointly with other
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persons or bodies, or a provider registered under the Community Housing National Law participating in a
program relating to the renewal of housing endorsed by the SA Housing Trust.
These are pre-existing standard exemptions from public notification requirements and an exception to three or
more storied development would result in notification, or any classes of development listed in Table 2 -Suburban
Neighbourhood Classification
Overlays
Includes Affordable Housing and Traffic Generating Development but not all appear relevant to the property. For
example:
• Airport Building Heights (the property is nowhere near an airport).
• Building near Airports (see above)
• Hazards (Bushfire-Urban Interface) (Urban Interface) – is the second reference necessary?
• Hazards (Flooding General)
• Murray Darling Basin (applicable to river areas within Alexandrina Council but not relevant to the
address)
• Native Vegetation (possibly)
• Prescribed Water Resources Area
It is noticed that Table 4 is missing.
Comment: The inclusion of the overlay of Affordable Housing is totally inappropriate when taking into
consideration the compact area and functions of Port Elliot and well-established character of the residential
housing. The removal of the ‘Affordable Housing Overlay’ needs to be considered for all new neighbourhood
zones given that a number of urban areas previously designated ‘General Neighbourhood Zone’ have been
transitioned to ‘Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’.

Adelaide Country Zone
The Code has introduced the Adelaide Country Zone, which includes townships and residential areas as shown
below:
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Source: SAPPA Code mapping
(Adelaide Country Zone in light green)
Supported: In response to various submissions the proposed new name Adelaide Country Zone seeks to apply a
new naming convention that better reflects the intent of the zone. the zone affects key iconic areas such of the
Mount Lofty Ranges, southern Barossa Valley region and the Fleurieu Peninsula. Various rural areas of the
Barossa Valley are now within the Adelaide Country Zone, the Rural Zone and the Rural Horticulture Zone. The
former Peri-Urban Zone no longer applies. The provisions of the Adelaide Country Zone emphasise the bigger
picture for the region, focusing
Protection of food production for this area of fertility and adequate rainfall close to city and suburbs is strongly
supported. The overlay for Interface Management is also supported and should be considered for application in
the zone.
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Case studies via address related search were conducted to find out what specific zonings were used in the Adelaide
Hills:
• 13 Oakbank Street Stirling (Suburban Neighbourhood)
• 118 Piccadilly Road, Crafers (Rural Neighbourhood)
• 3 Branch Road and 3 Cumberland Avenue Aldgate (Adelaide Country)
The provisions of the Adelaide Country Zone emphasise the bigger picture of the region, focusing on Desired
Outcomes that relate to rural production, tourism accommodation and conserving the natural and rural character,
identity and sensitive environmental and scenic qualities of the landscape. There is little relevance to 2 of the
addresses searched, which are within an area of predominantly detached, single and 2 level residential
development around the Stirling and Aldgate villages- nor reference to the topography and landscape character.
Under Landuse and Intensity PO 1.1 seeks the productive use of rural land for a range of primary and horticultural
activities and associated value adding of primary produce. Breweries, agricultural buildings, Cidery, Distillery,
Horse keeping, Horticulture, Industry, Low intensity animal husbandry, Shop are included in the DTS/DPF 1.1
column under DTS Criteria/Designated Performance Feature. There is reference to the Cedars Subzone in the
zone provisions (see below) but does not appear in the address activated information. To gain a broader
appreciation of a zone’s extent and ambit recourse to SAPPA reveals The Cedars Subzone is the only subzone
within the ‘Adelaide Country’ zone. As a state listed place the sub-zoning may assist with retaining the setting
and context of the heritage place.
Checking via the SAPPA tool, overlays listed include reference to Environment and Food Production Area,
Hazards (Bushfire-High Risk), Local Heritage Place, Limited Land Division, Mt. Lofty Ranges Catchment Area
2, Native Vegetation, Prescribed Water Resources Area, State Heritage Place and Water Resources.
Zone provisions references and land uses to be notified
Zone provisions
Comment
DTS/DTS/DPF 6.6 A function centre located outside the Cedars Subzone that does not satisfy
6.6 is notified
DTS/DPF 3.1(d) or Horticulture that does not satisfy to be notified
(e)
DTS/DPF 4.1 total Industry, store or warehouse to be notified
floor area & 4.3
DTS/DPF 6.1 & 6.2 Shop located outside The Cedars Subzone to be notified
DTS/DPF 6.4
Tourist Accommodation outside The Cedars Subzone to be notified
DO1, 2, & 3
A diverse range of land uses at an appropriate scale and intensity etc while
conserving the natural and rural character, identity, biodiversity and
sensitive environmental areas and scenic qualities of the landscape. Also,
promotion of agriculture, horticulture, value adding opportunities etc and
tourist accommodation that expands the economic base and promotes its
regional identity & supports investment while seeking to promote coexistence with adjoining activities and mitigates land use conflicts
Table 5 Procedural Matters -Notification
Again - Placement of Notices – none are specified for either Performance Assessed Development or Restricted.
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Recommendation: Review Zoning of Branch Road and Cumberland Avenue and similar addresses in Aldgate to
rezone to Rural Neighbourhood as a more suitable zoning which would respond to the residential nature of the
area. This zone’s Desired Outcome is for houses on large allotments in a spacious rural setting with easy access
for car parking and considerable space for trees and other vegetation. On site wastewater treatment where
necessary may be accommodated by the larger sized allotments and are consistent for a spacious and peaceful
lifestyle. DTS land uses include Ancillary accommodation, Consulting Room, Detached Dwelling, Office,
Outbuilding, pre-school, Recreation Area and shop.

Rural Zone
The Rural Zone will replace the current Primary Production Zones and similar Zones in council Development
Plans. As a generic Rural Zone the provisions contain more than 100 pages, most of which are the Development
Classification Tables.
Recommendations:
1. Different formatting or a search bookmark would eliminate the need to scroll for specified types of
development and reduce the time spent in scrolling through pages and pages of entries.
2. The Zone is subject to several Overlays and TNVs which must be carefully considered in determining
the nature of a proposed development and in relevant assessments. It is imperative that all Zone
boundaries, Overlays and TNVs in all council areas are carefully reviewed before Phase 3 of the Code is
activated.
Specific Zone provisions recommended for review are:
Zone provision
Comment
Review the range of envisaged land uses and provide associated
Performance Assessed criteria regarding size, scale and nature of
operations in the context of landscape and environmental values of the
rural land with respect to specific locations
Include notification rights for performance assessed where variations
are beyond a reasonable level.
Small scale renewable Support clearer limitation on medium scale facilities greater than 30kw
energy facilities
in view of the overall zoning intent for rural production.
Land Division
There is a need to relate specific TNV’s to geographic locations to
check potential unintended consequences if the provisions are not
adequately road tested prior to Phase 3 activation.
Agricultural buildings
Support the increase of floor area to 500m2 but provide siting, water
collection and storage, landscape screening with plantings of tall shade
trees where practicable.
Table 4 - Restricted Review and improve existing provisions to provide better content for
development
shops of 1000m2 or greater
Support the exclusion of Frost Fans from the definition of Agricultural Building, thereby averting the potential
for an as-of-right, Deemed to Satisfy approval for development that needs careful consideration of noise and
visual impacts – supported by detailed policy addressing Frost Fan potential noise and visual impacts.
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CASA notes the changes to this Zone which now require less restrictions on public notification in rural areas;
however submits reviewing provisions for the exemption for placing a sign on the land in designated zones where
practicable.
Natural Resources and Environment Changes in the current Code.
CASA commends and supports:
• Tourist accommodation being classified as restricted in Conservation Zone and submits that areas
needing this zoning be provided before activation of Phase 3
• The renaming of the Regulated Tree Overlay to Regulated and Significant Tree Overlay;
• Hazard (Flooding) Overlay into 2 overlays: ‘Hazards (Flooding) Overlay’ and ‘Hazards (Flooding –
General) Overlay’.
• The application of an ‘Adelaide Dolphin Overlay’ for the area around Torrens Island.
• New Scenic quality overlay to protect areas of scenic value and the provision of clear policies that identify
surrounding land uses that are not compatible (eg solar farms).

Movement Systems and Infrastructure
CASA supports the intention to amend car parking rates to respond to modern survey data but would like to raise
the need to consider and encourage less travel by cars and more reliance on walkability, bike, train, tram and bus
travel options.
Providing less car parking in core ‘Activity Centre’ zonings in preferred for areas well serviced by public transport
while retaining parking spaces for people with mobility issues, which would include people with disabilities,
shoppers with children and seniors.
It is recommended that the Commission further investigates incentives for soft landscaping, and tree planting,
particularly harvesting rainwater solar panel shelters for shading cars in centre open lot parking areas, Incentives
to encourage on-site subsoil reticulation of watering of trees and soft landscaping
We are concerned at the creation of ‘Future Local Road Widening Overlay’ because of potential impacts on
surviving tree canopy in streets, public health and safety issues for non-motorists (pollution fumes and emergency
access arrangements and safety issues for people experiencing higher volumes main roads, and reduced social
connectivity between adjoining suburbs and businesses when divided by concrete canyons with no greening, east
west connections for pedestrians, including people with mental and physical disabilities, children accessing
schools, and cyclists.

Urban Corridor Zones
There are a variety of different Urban Corridor zones. A review of the functionality of accessing information
apart from the address-based search to access information about a property’s zoning is recommended (refer to
Functionality of the portal).
The following example is within the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone and provided by a CASA member. It
illustrates CASA’s concerns regarding the variation of the encroachments and impacts on adjacent zones, or
existing housing within the zone itself.
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Furthermore, reliance on PO 2.1, DTS / DPF 2.1 which stipulates a street wall or podium of 2 levels or 8m is
noted. The built form and character policies (Performance Assessed Form and Character) refer to a street wall or
podium with a maximum height of 2 levels or 8m. One would expect references to articulation of building form,
sun shading and balconies, or a mixture of stepped building heights to provide roof gardens and internal
courtyards, open spaces with graduated levels and setbacks to achieve the qualities by boulevard developments
facing east and west.
Rear setbacks should not adversely impact on adjacent zones. For example, in Henley Beach Road east of South
Road, the zone is limited to Henley Beach frontage with a laneway running parallel to the Henley Beach Road
which serves as a buffer for the homes behind the laneway. By contrast, west of Henley Beach Road on the
southern side the zone goes back a whole block, thereby encroaching into Norma Street whereas the northern
side Henley Beach Road is only half a block not the whole block. Consequently, homes in the established area
zone (Norma Street) are impacted by shadowing, increased traffic, plant noise etc.
The zone states that carpark entry is not to be on the main road but behind the building, which is reasonably
appropriate when there is a rear lane access. However, without a meaningful buffer such as rear lane access,
residents within the adjacent neighbourhood zone are impacted to the same degree as urban corridor residents
regarding increased traffic.
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Climate Change
CASA urges the government to elevate the important role of planning in responding to the significant impacts of
global warming. We recommend the Heart Foundation’s publications that emphasise the important of healthy
neighbourhoods to mitigate rising levels of physical and mental health by improving lifestyles and urban
environments through better design policies.
We acknowledge that the Commission has recently responded with reference to guidelines for water sensitive
design, urban design improvements to infill housing developments, traffic and parking movements, and tree
canopy cover policies relevant to Climate Change considerations. These are commendable but will not be enough
to remedy the urgent need to mitigate temperature rise impacts on public health and liveability.
Trees play a vital role in our state’s heritage for they not only oxygenate and shade, they contribute significantly
to the city’s charm and help create a unique sense of place for residents and visitors to our city.
Historic significance relates to trees and avenues’ association with historic events, eras and individual people.
Historic value underlies aesthetic, social and scientific values. In particular for the Kaurna people trees are an
essential part of the relationship with their country, a relationship that extends beyond the preservation of articular
marked tress like canoe trees. Trees also help prevent flooding and are essential for regulating water capture and
storage. They can capture, with the help of permeable gutters for street trees included, up ti 60% of rainfall thus
reducing surface water runoff entering drainage systems and allowing rainfall to be absorbed back into the ground.
The environmental and health benefits are significant and should be valued.
The average tree canopy cover for urban SA is 19.5% down 1.9% from 21.37% in 2013 (Source: ‘What’s
Happening to Adelaide’s Trees?’ Conservation SA, 2020). CASA is alarmed at the relentless rate of loss of large
unprotected and ‘protected’ significant and regulated trees. A comparison survey of local councils shows
increasing hard surfaces and tree canopy losses. Western suburbs of Adelaide show that residential land makes
up 20%of urban land but contains more than 40% of urban tree/shrub canopy. Backyards containing significantly
higher tree canopy than open spaces and parks. Although local and state government are planting new trees, there
is simply insufficient public space available to plant enough trees to compensate for the loss of big trees on private
land. Adelaide is losing unprecedented amount of tree canopy from both public and private land, resulting in a
hotter, less livable city.
While appreciating the key proposals by the State Planning Commission for infill development improvements,
the proposed policy improvements to apply to most residential zones and enabled deemed-to-satisfy pathways
within certain zones should be improved. Furthermore, the Code needs to include policies addressing the essential
interconnected benefits between trees and water sustainability for the whole of SA. CASA requests the
Commission reconsider a review of the draft tree planting requirements for infill development specifically given
the following analysis by Peter Croft.
“The SA Government commissioned a study entitled ‘Options Analysis: Costs and benefits of Urban Tree Canopy
Options for Minor Infill Development in the Planning and Design Code’ prepared by BDO Econsearch. This
document notes on page iii of the Executive Summary that the SA Government’s 30-Year Plan also sets a target
to increase urban green cover by 20 per cent by 2045 and notes that this target is at significant risk, with tree
cover reducing from 21.5% to 19.5% across metropolitan Adelaide between 2013 and 2016.
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The Draft PDC contains inadequate measures for developments to be assessed as Deemed to Satisfy in respect
of tree canopy. Under the Urban Tree Overlay Assessment Provisions PO1.1 viz Trees planted or retained to
contribute to an urban tree canopy, the development is Deemed to Satisfy if a site up to 450 sq. metres only
contains one small tree (spread of 2m minimum) and soil area of 10 sq. metres around the tree. This means that
the tree canopy only needs to be approx.1% of the site in order to be automatically approved. The soil area only
needs to be approx. 2% of the site.
For larger sites, the percentages of tree canopy cover and soil area are only slightly larger: even for a site of over
800m2, tree canopy can be as low as that provided by four small trees (of 2mminimum spread) i.e. a tree canopy
of 2% of the site and soil area of 60m2 or 7.5% of the site.
With targets as low as 1 to 2% of tree canopy cover for new developments, there is no prospect of reversing the
decline in tree canopy cover as evidenced in the ‘Options Analysis’ paper, let alone achieving an increase in cover
as laid out in the 30 Year Plan. And this increase is essential if Adelaide is to have any chance of mitigating and
adapting to climate change which is now upon us.
Other jurisdictions are aiming for much higher targets. In New South Wales, for example, the Government
Architect
has
released
its
Greener
Places
Design
Guide
(refer
to:
https://www.governmentarchitect.nsw.gov.au/resources/ga/media/files/ga/discussion-papers/discussion-guidegreener-places-2020-06-03.pdf). The Guide sets out, on pages 34 and 35, the proposed targets for tree canopy
cover. In the CBD of Sydney, the target is 15% or more of cover; in medium-high density areas of Sydney, the
target is 25% or more; and in low density areas, the target is 40% or more.
Given these targets, and a land cost in Adelaide which is much less than in Sydney, why is the PDC aiming so
low? The PDC will fundamentally affect our city and we must set a course which enables us to have a liveable
city, despite climate change. The current PDC targets for tree canopy will not get us there.”
We have seen a reversal of tree protection policy, namely the enactment of the Development (Regulated Trees)
Amendment Act which came into operation in 2011. Schedule 14 of the Development Regulations
comprehensively exempted state agency development from the provisions of section 49 of the Act. Effectively
this excluded the state agency development from tree damaging activity to a regulated tree that is on any land on
which a school is located or is proposed to be built and that is under the control or management of the Minister
responsible for the administration of the Education and Early childhood Services (Registration and Standard Act
2011; that is on any land on which a road is located or is proposed to be built or widened and that is under the
care, control and management of the Commissioner for Highways or is on railway land (defined in Schedule 3
clause 13(5) - other than in relation to state Heritage items or within the Adelaide Park Lands. were implemented
in November 2017, which included State agency development (including tree damaging activity) exempt from
approval on education grounds, adjacent to roadways on railway land. (see SA Government Gazette dated the 7th
November, pages 4519 and 4520) from approval on Education grounds or adjacent to roadways. The removal of
trees has escalated as a result including the felling of 180 River Red Gum trees at Golden Grove as part of what
appears to be a relentless process of road widening that makes little sense considering the future challenges arising
from climate change trends to higher temperatures and growing species extinction rates (see attached
photographic record of tree removals by government agencies and others).
CASA supports state and local authorities leading by example and requiring all infrastructure planning
and design to prioritise protection and retention of significant and regulated trees.
Specifically, CASA recommends:
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1. The Code provide a more vigorous application of targets for green canopy increase.
2. Protection of existing tree and vegetation on private property.
3. The Code provides additional protections and controls for existing large trees, including significant and
regulated trees on private and public land.
4. The Attorney rescind Schedule 14 of the Development Regulations that exempts government
departments from having regard to the protection of significant and regulated trees
5. Review demolition provisions to require retention of large trees on urban infill sites capable of being
included and designed for in replacement development.
6. Require developments including infill housing to incorporate existing trees as part of the design process
for infill development.
7. Investigate developer incentives to retain trees other than via offset contributions.
8. Consider retention and augmentation of tree canopy in providing Master Plan design guidelines.
9. Reverting to the earlier legislation to reinstate protection for significant and regulated trees to prior to the
Development (Regulated Trees) Amendment Act 2009 dated November 2011.
10. Review the proposed tree canopy and tree planting policies to provide realistic areas for replacement tree
growth, as part of urban infill development.
11. Require higher valuations for developer offset payments in lieu of planting to provide canopy cover,
particularly when large trees have not been retained as a consequence of demolition of infill development
properties. Offset payments should be paid into a fund dedicated to local councils to increase funding
necessary to replacement tree planting or open space acquisitions.
12. Ensure valuation of large trees’ reflects current valuations by the Waite Arboretum for dry-land mature
trees.
13. Strengthen provisions to protect and retain significant and regulated trees including government agencies
to have regard to exisiting trees when designing infrastructure and housing to retain their status and
existence during the design process as a priority.
14. Require applications for the removal of significant and regulated trees to be assessed with policies
regarding Climate Change issues, and to retain public notification and comment for consideration as part
of assessment process.
15. Acknowledge public health benefits when assessing applications involving significant and regulated trees.
16. Clarify whether design standards should more accurately be described as ‘Planning Rules’ rather than
Design Guidelines to provide more certainty for applicants and assessors.
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Built Heritage
Specific feedback on heritage and environmental issues – including contributory items, representative buildings,
historic area statements and design guidelines by Liz Vines
Information from DPTI – 4 November 2020
“In response to community feedback and to ease concern that the Code’s approach to heritage and character
would diminish existing development controls, ‘contributory items’ have now been transferred into the Draft
Phase 3 Code as ‘representative buildings’. They are now referenced in the Historic Area Statements and
Character Area Statements and mapped in the SA Planning and Property Atlas.
It is important to note that the identification of representative buildings is not intended to imply that other
buildings in an historic area are not of importance. They are buildings which display characteristics of importance
in a particular area and can be seen as examples. Regardless of whether a building is marked on a map as a
‘representative building’ all buildings within a Character or Historic Area Overlay will be subject to the same
development controls of that Overlay.
Should there be a desire to include or remove additional ‘representative buildings’ in later generations of the Code
this would be subject to the processes of a Code amendment in accordance with the provisions of the Planning,
Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 and Community Engagement Charter. Any such amendment would be
guided by the advice of the State Planning Commission.”

Feedback on the revised code
Historic Area Overlays (HAO) and Proposed Design Guidelines
The purpose of the HAO are to provide policy guidance for built form outcomes and seek to protect places that
contribute to the character of the neighbourhood and provides policy guidance for sympathetic new development.
The HAO also provides guidance on land uses and density (i.e. minimum site area). The HAO policies, like much
of the Code content, is very generic in nature and lacks specificity and strength.
The Historic Area Overlay policies are supposed to address how to undertake new development but lack
substantial detail, while the Statements contain a greater level of detail (in not all cases, see below) but are not
allowed to address how to undertake new development. The proposed non-statutory guidelines are a consequence
of needing to provide additional specific guidance which is currently contained in Council Development Plans
but has not been incorporated in the Overlay or Statements. These guidelines are not required to go through the
same consultative process as the Code and Code policies make no reference to the Guidelines document.
Additionally, the fact that the Guidelines are not yet available during the current Code consultation compromises
consultation to see how these would work in the new system. For instance these guidelines, which have long been
proposed are still not completed, and like so many sections of the Code preparation are now rushed and not
available for comment. These guidelines will be critical to the development assessment process, yet it is proposed
to “switch on” the Code without these being prepared or completed or consulted upon.
Recommendations:
1. The Code cross reference these guidelines to ensure these can be considered in the assessment process.
2. Generic preamble to all ‘Historic Area Overlays’ needs to be amended from:
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“The Historic Area Overlay identifies localities that comprise characteristics of an identifiable historic,
economic and/or social theme of recognised importance. They can comprise land divisions, development
patterns, built form characteristics and natural features that provide a legible connection to the historic
development of a locality”.
These attributes have been identified in the below table. In some cases State and / or Local Heritage
Places within the locality contribute to the attributes of a Historic Area. The preparation of a Historic
Impact Statement can assist in determining potential additional attributes of a Historic Area where these
are not stated in the below table.
To: “The Historic Area Overlay identifies localities that comprise characteristics of an identifiable
historic, architectural, economic and/or social theme of historic significance. These localities may
comprise and demonstrate historic land divisions and development patterns, architectural styles and
built form, streetscape and context that provides a legible connection to the historic development of a
locality”.
These attributes have been identified in Appendix 1. Where referenced, State, Local Heritage Places and
Representative Buildings all contribute to the attributes and historic significance of the Historic Area.
The preparation of a ‘Historic Impact Statement’ can assist in determining potential additional attributes
of a Historic Area where these are not stated in the table.

Historic Area Statements
As for previous feedback provided to DPTI in the first round of consultation, these statements are still found to
be deficient and unusable for some council areas the following reasons:
• The generic introduction makes no reference to the specific Historic Area Overlay being described, so
that no context is set about historic background, development pattern or heritage values of the particular
Historic Area.
• The table has no title and no headings, and it is not clear what the function of the table is. This needs to
be clarified for it to make sense.
• Information provided in the tables is confused, inadequate and would provide no basis against which to
measure development application. Some of the information comes from existing Development Plan
provisions but is selective and ad hoc. These tables as outlined do not “identify and articulate the key
elements of historic importance in a particular area”.
• Some of the statements in their current forms would provide little assistance for the development
assessment process. The information provided is totally inadequate and does not in the current form
assist with assessing the relative merits of any proposed development.
• There does not appear to be any direction from Government that Councils should upgrade those which
are deficient. The push has been from Councils (eg NPSP) who want more input into their Historic Area
Statement and are demanding this to be reviewed for the final Code.
• These statements do not include any “forward facing” policies as they are description of what exists only
(and these descriptions are very lacking in detail). Therefore, the ability to control the appropriateness of
new development in these Historic Areas is very limited, and much weaker than existing Development
Plans. Issues such as appropriate wall heights, locations of double garages etc, are very difficult to control,
and the promised guidelines for these areas have not yet been prepared. The level of Historic Area
character protection is therefore inadequate and to turn on the Code in its current form will expose these
areas to increased risk of inappropriate development.
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Consequently, the Code policy content is limited by the format of these Statements and the Statements are not
considered to be an adequate substitute for existing Development Plan policies. Detailed, locally specific and
instructive policy is being replaced with generic simplified policies, which are inadequate for their purpose.
Refer to Appendix 1 for an example of comparison of existing Development Plan provisions vs proposed Code
provisions.

Representative Buildings: Terminology and definition
The definition of ‘Representative Buildings’ (provided below) can be found in ‘Part 8 – Administrative Terms
and Definitions’ of the Planning and Design Code, which is currently on consultation.
Representative buildings referenced in ‘Historic Area Statements’ and ‘Character Area Statements’ and mapped
in the South Australian Planning and Property Atlas are buildings which display characteristics of importance in
a particular area. The identification of representative buildings in a particular area is not intended to imply that
other buildings in an historic area are not of importance.
In reality ‘Representative Buildings’ are those that contribute to the historic character of a clearly defined historic
area, and therefore ‘contributory’ as terminology is a more accurate assessment of the value of the place within
the area - ie that they make a positive and essential contribution to the character of the Historic Area.
“Representative” could imply that if there is already representation of a particular building style or type, and that
it may not be necessary to keep all “representations”. As “contributory” has always been requested by councils
and community groups, has been used in South Australia and defined in South Australian Planning Bulletin 2001
and is used as a planning term interstate in Victoria and NSW it appears that the only reason for changing the
terminology is for the Commission to save face (see Appendix 2 showing definitions in South Australia and
elsewhere).
The argumentative and recalcitrant position of the Planning Commission to create a new term when they have
been clearly instructed by the Minister to retain Contributory Items is absurd.
Recommendations:
1. The word Contributory re retained as requested in thousands of submissions received by the Commission.
However, if the Minister is swayed to use the Commissions new and confusing term, the proposed
definition is very unhelpful and needs to be reviewed.
2. Definition be as follows: “Representative buildings (Contributory Items) referenced in Historic Area
Statements and Character Area Statements and mapped in the South Australian Planning and Property
Atlas are buildings which display historic characteristics which are important and contribute to the
significance of the Historic Area. These buildings should be retained – however if demolition is approved,
the design of new development should contribute to the character of the area. The identification of
representative buildings (Contributory Items) in a particular historic area is not intended to imply that
other buildings in an historic area are not of importance”.

Representative buildings: Demolition policies proposed in the code
The applicable demolition policy (now improved) is contained in the Historic Area Overlay. However there is no
clear link made to Representative Buildings. This is implied only and needs to be clarified.
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PO 7.1
Representative buildings, and any other buildings
which contribute to the historic character of the area
(and structures, or features thereof), that demonstrate
the historic characteristics as expressed in the Historic
Area Statement are not demolished, unless:
1.(a) the front elevation of the building has been
substantially altered and cannot be reasonably
restored in a manner consistent with the building's
original style
or
2.(b) the structural integrity or safe condition of the
original building is beyond reasonable repair.
PO 7.2
Partial demolition of a building where that portion to
be demolished does not contribute to the historic
character of the streetscape.
PO 7.3
Buildings or elements of buildings that do not
conform with the characteristics described in the
Historic Area Statement may be demolished.
(note that very few characteristics are described in
almost all of the Historic Area Statements. See
Appendix 1. The words used are characteristics and
attributes. This is very sloppy wording and needs to be
amended).

DTS/DPF 7.1
None are applicable.

DTS/DPF 7.2
None are applicable.

DTS/DPF 7.3
None are applicable.

Reference to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) (2015)
With the adoption of the United Nations’ post-2015 Development Agenda, the Code should include provisions
which support strengthening efforts to protect and safeguard the recommendations of the SDGs and Culture 2030
Goals. The Code should support achieving a coordinated and effective process of advocacy and commitment to
implementation and monitoring of the SDGs and New Urban Agenda at the local level from the perspective of
cultural heritage and general sustainable development principles. The Code is effectively silent on Climate
Change challenges and threats and should be revised to include references to the urgent sustainable development
issues facing the planet.
Reference
UNESCO (2015), Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Division for Sustainable
Development Goals, United Nations.
Available at:
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld
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Aboriginal Cultural Heritage omissions in Code zoning
CASA notes that some areas throughout the state related to areas of cultural significance may be inappropriately
zoned. One such area appears to be the Ratalang/Basham Beach Regional Park between Port Elliot and Middleton.
It is a very popular park area with coastal bike and walking trails and is of Aboriginal cultural heritage value.
The background to its current status is the State Government compulsorily acquired farmland in 1976 and
subsequently established Basham Beach Regional Park. Ratalang Basham Beach Conservation Reserve remains
today in State Government ownership and is leased to Alexandrina Council on a 99-year lease (commencing1981).
It also established a trust for the management and conservation of the park.
In the late 1980s, sites of Ngarrindjeri significance were identified within Ratalang and are registered under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988. Whilst all of Ratalang is of cultural significance to Ngarrindjeri, these and other
non-registered sites must be treated sensitively and fully protected.
In 2002, Alexandrina Council and the Ngarrindjeri Nation entered into a Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan (Listen to
Ngarrindjeri People Talking) Agreement. The agreement articulates a joint commitment by Council and the
Ngarrindjeri Nation to work together.
In April 2017, Council renamed Bashams to Ratalang Basham Beach Conservation Reserve to acknowledge both
the European and Ngarrindjeri heritage of the land and to reflect the predominant use of the land as a
conservation reserve.
There have been and remains a management plan which was completed in 2018. A Section 41 committee of
Council (the Ratalang Basham Beach & Horseshoe Bay Advisory Committee) provides Council with advice and
input into the development and maintenance of Ratalang.
Recommendations:
1. Remove current Tourist Accommodation zoning the Minister for Planning and the SPC consider more
appropriate zoning for this reserve as a Conservation Reserve with the retention of the Significant
Landscape Overlay and other relevant overlays.
2. That other similar conservation reserves of Aboriginal cultural significance be checked for appropriate
zoning, overlays and public notification.
3. That any development proposals of a performance assessed or restricted nature be consulted with the
relevant councils, government agencies and formal advisory bodies to provide inclusive planning policies
that register respect for the Aboriginal Elders and their descendants
4. That Table 4 – Restricted and performance assessed applications that are required to be notified be added
and include a referral to the relevant Aboriginal Heritage agencies.
5. An A3 sized notice be placed on public infrastructure on the land if there is a development application
lodged in the interests of the community in publicly accessible land.
6. Note: The Community Charter and public consultation program does not appear to have addressed
Indigenous culture in its consultation program. (despite acknowledgement of traditional culture and
country being a part of official meeting and presentation procedures).
It is anticipated that all assessors including private certifiers should be made aware by the SPA and Code contents
of the correct status of the land.
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In conclusion, CASA wishes to urge caution in implementation until and unless the issues raised in this and our
member submissions are comprehensively listened to and respected. We do want clear guidance on our future
planning but maintain this must be arrived via a process that is inclusive of all sectors of our community. We
believe we face significant challenges given COVID and Climate Change over the past 2 years and expect the
South Australian planning process to acknowledge the challenges that will occur over the next few years and into
the future. For that reason, the representation of interests on the State Planning Commission should be reviewed
and planning policy and processes emerge that prioritise Climate Change. A way of future engagement should
incorporate social planning, environmental, local government, Heart Foundation, CASA representation and
building industry representatives as an inclusive ‘think tank’ or advisory group to address social, environmental,
health and economic aspects of climate change planning.
CASA thanks the Attorney and the State Planning Commission for the opportunity to participate in this process.
We just hope you will take notice of the recommendations that have been made in the interests of better planning
and engagement.
Yours sincerely

Dr Iris Iwanicki
President
Community Alliance SA Inc.
We want ‘a planning system that thinks of both today and tomorrow; is built on fairness, equity and the concept
of ecologically sustainable development; guides quality development in the right places; ensures poorly designed
developments and those in the wrong place don’t get built’; and protects the things that matter; from open spaces,
bushland and productive agricultural land to much loved historic town centres and buildings (Planning for
People – a community charter for Good Planning in NSW, Better Planning Network, Sydney)
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Appendix 1: Comparison of Historic Area Statement and
Existing Development Plan Provisions – St Peters
Existing Plan Development Plan includes description of historic development and context and what is desired
for the area.
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Proposed Planning and Design Code– Norwood Payneham St Peters (NPSP) 20
‘Historic Area Statement’ does not include description of historic development and context and what is desired
for the area. The generic statement at the start provides no assistance with development approval process.
This is one of the best examples of what is proposed in the Code (as NPSP has been so insistent with improving
what was originally proposed) but is still inadequate as it cannot be used to ensure that new development
contributes to the historic character of the area.
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Appendix 2: Contributory Items Definition
Existing Definitions
City of Yarra, Victoria, Heritage Policy - contributory items
(https://www.yarracity.vic.gov.au/the-area/heritage/heritage-overlays-and-gradings)
Contributory - This means the building contributes to the significance of the heritage precinct that it is located in.
It is not individually significant but when combined with other individually significant and/or contributory
heritage places, they contribute to the significance of the precinct.
Woollahra Heritage Conservation Area, NSW , Part C Heritage Conservation Areas - contributory items
(https://www.woollahra.nsw.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0015/150531/Chapter C2 Woollahra HCA.pdf)
C2.2.4 Contributory items and contributory groups - Contributory items are those that contribute to and exemplify
the heritage significance of the Woollahra HCA and are identified as heritage items or contributory items.
Contributory items are buildings, structures, landscape elements and other townscape features, such as historic
kerbs, gutters and street name inlays that contribute to the overall heritage significance of the Woollahra HCA.
Contributory items are listed together in Section C2.7 and shown in Map 2. Heritage items are listed in Woollahra
LEP 2014. When a property has been identified as a contributory item, the listing includes all original fences,
landscaping, trees, gardens and outbuildings as well as any building. This chapter therefore includes objectives
and controls that apply to these important elements of the buildings’ settings. Section C2.5 General controls for
all development, contains general objectives and controls for alterations and additions to contributory items and
contributory groups.
City of Norwood Payneham St Peters - Contributory items
(https://www.npsp.sa.gov.au/planning and development/heritage/heritage places)
Contributory items are surviving examples of older buildings within historic (conservation) zones of the City,
which collectively, contribute positively to the historic and architectural character of a particular area. They do
not however display sufficient merit to be individually listed as local heritage places.
South Australian Planning Bulletin (Heritage) – Contributory items are not near equivalence to a Local
Heritage Place but are surviving examples of a particular period and its character. (2001)
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